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Abstract 
The paper establishes a conceptual and methodological link between destinations and simulacrum through gamified tourism. As a 
paradigm, gamified tourism provides a rationale and a setting within which to apply computational economics to tourism, an 
approach amounting to tourism computability. Algorithmic destinations serve as “petri dishes” for real destinations. Utilizing rule 
sets that embody destination growth dynamics and visitor behavioural norms, seeding points in a cellular automata model (CA) 
were grown into algorithmic destinations. This is followed by a morphological transformation of geo-tagged satellite images into 
spatial points. The overlap of this additive and subtractive approach is at the core of tourism computability. Finally, the spatio-
temporal dynamics of economic resilience was traced out through a visual phenomenology of algorithmic destinations. The 
gamification of tourism should be embraced as it holds up a flicker of hope for mature destinations, amidst the onset of 
museumification and increased commoditization of heritage sites. Gamification is treated as part of the reflexive cycle for 
destination authenticity; a notion that that Cohen (1988) alluded to in his discussion of emergent authenticity in destination image 
formation. Seen in this light, the museumification of Venice and the proliferation of its simulacrum, such as the Venetian Hotel in 
Macao and Venice-themed hotels across the globe, are prefigures and archetypes of a glorious age of gamified tourism..  
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1. Introduction 
    "You see, Dad, Professor McLuhan says that the environment that man creates becomes his medium for 
defining his role in it. The invention of type created linear, or sequential thought, separating thought from 
action. Now, with TV and folk singing, thought and action are closer and social involvement is greater. We 
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again live in a village. Get it?" 
          The New Yorker Magazine 1966, on The Medium is the Massage (McLuhan 1967) 
 
This paper on gamified tourism is inspired by the holographic and computational paradigm in physics (Fredkin 
1990, Wolfram 2003, Lloyd 2006 Greene 2011) and the on-going fascination with games as metaverses (Baker 
2012) with economies of their own (Castronova 2009). The gaming environment has become the new ecosystem that 
man lives in. Setting the stage for a hegemony of gamification. The currency of the gaming economy is knowledge, 
just as it has been for much of the digitized, networked society that we currently live in (Negroponte 1995, Castells 
1998, Gleick 2011). As the complexity of this ecosystem unravels, predators fall prey to other predators, blurring 
boundaries between predator-prey, producer-consumer and gamer-game. All this are happening against a backdrop 
where economic hierarchies are crumbling, while networks and rhizomic assemblages are in ascendance (Delueze 
and Guatarri 1987, Castells 1998). Commerce becomes a co-created domain (Botsman and Rogers 2010). The 
definitions for “industry” and “product” are changing. Tourism as an industry has been questioned (Leiper 1990) and 
the “product” it offers is emergent (Farrell & Twining-Ward 2004). Set against this knowledge-centric view, the rest 
of the paper explores the emerging landscape of tourism gamification and argues for a computational economics of 
algorithmic destinations.  
The gamification of tourism involves both a virtualization and realization. The New Yorker Magazine quote that 
prefaced this paper captures the essence of this by outlining the progression from virtualization to realization. If 
gamification leads to a treatment of games as reality, it becomes merely a virtualization of life, or just another 
popular metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson 2003). While most gamers are familiar with gamification’s virtualization 
dimension, and its holographic representations of reality, the general public are only beginning to awaken to 
gamification as a force for the realization of life, the idea that life is a game. More than trivial mind games or virtual 
worlds, gamification provides a powerful paradigm that frames mathematics, economics, life and business 
performance (Nash 1950, von Neumann and Morgenstein 1953, Goffman 1956, Coulclelis 1988, Picker 1994, 
Paharia 2013). It is a powerful paradigm because, as a framework, gamification is scalable while its virtualization 
function embodied by computer games is not (Paharia 2013). Hence gamification is not about games per se, but is 
instead about experiments that reveal human nature (Smith 1976, 1982, Thaler & Sunstein 2008) and the underlying  
rules governing human behaviour (Smith 1976, Couclelis 1988, Picker 1996, Dubner & Levitt 2005, Wolfram 2002). 
To delve deeper into this, the realization effects of gamification and tourism needs to be investigated via an emergent 
approach that begins with the individual, a starting point for the scaling of arguments that would eventually 
encompass tourism businesses and the tourism economy as a whole.  
2. Problem Statement  
Gamification mirrors the same progression and trajectory that has propelled the media and its associated 
technologies to their current ubiquity (McLuhan 1967, Baudrillard 1981). Naturally, the first groups of people 
interested in gamification were the social commentators (Moskvitch, 2011) and media theorists (Zichermann and 
Linder 2013). The opportunity and challenge presented by gamified tourism depends on the answer to the question: 
“To what extent can tourism be gamified?” Even before that a more immediate question would be, “What is the role 
of knowledge in tourism ?” For it would seem that the more knowledge-laden the domain, the more susceptible it is 
to being “programmed” (Zenil 2013). It is therefore natural for myths, fables and movies to be made the central 
themes for games (Zichermann and Linder 2013). Nevertheless it is becoming apparent that gamification is not just 
confined to myths, fables and movies. Gamification is begining to permeate the objective reality and “brick-and-
mortar” realm from which these narratives were derived.  Its invasion of life itself is imminent given its growing 
dominance of scientific itself (Morris, Croker, Zimmerman, Gill and Romig 2013), the growing interest in 
behaviorial economics and the strategies  use to incentivize good behavior (Dubner and Levitt 2005). 
The statement that “simulation is reality” is not only an oxymoron, the idea seems absurd to many.  Yet with the 
proliferation of mobile devices and games, this claim is gaining traction by the day. If one assents to it, then there 
are a number of complex questions that need to be answered.  Typically, “What distinguishes between reality and 
simulacra?” (Simon 1969, Baudrillard 1981, Schrödinger 1992, Picker 1994, Eco 1983). Having considered this 
question, the next would be to untangle the following two claims: “simulation as reality” and “simulation is reality.”  
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Surprisingly neuroscience seems to provide evidence in support of the is-claim. Patterns of neural activity indicated 
by fMRI brain scans reveal that parts of the brain activated during the gaming experience are also those regions 
associated with non-gaming experiences (Poels, Ijsselsteijn and de Kort 2014). Yet the empirical evidence does not 
resolve the age-old philosophical debate on the mind-body connection. In other words gamification is purely a 
cognitive experience that has no link whatsoever with behavioral experiences.   
3. Research Objectives 
This paper explores the ontological shift from the as claim (AC) to the is claim (IC) as a reflexive issue and its 
implications to tourism computability. In considering the extent to which gamified tourism is reified, and in 
exploring how simulacrum embodied in games may be treated as destinations, the investigation questions the likely 
impact of algorithmic destination economics on real destinations? For instance a link between the virtual and the 
real is forged when members in massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs) communities seek 
out game-related favors through their Facebook pages. What important tourism economic lessons can we derive 
from algorithmic destinations? The answers to these questions will become apparent as gamified tourism is 
investigated conceptually and computationally through a a simulation methodology centered on rules. Finally the 
paper considers the impact on the implications for destination management. 
The degree to which gamification as a frame is affecting our objective reality is still debatable, with impacts 
limited currently to theme parks (Song, Yang & Huang 2009).  However the immediate area of interest is the 
cognitive geography of algorithmic destinations and their “visitors”. In particular how the cognitive realm maps into 
the geographic realm and vice versa. This paper therefore locates gamified tourism experiences within the 
knowledge ecosystem and within geophilosophy (Delueze and Guattari 1987), seeking an understanding of the co-
evolutionary trajectories of destinations and visitors. The objectives of this paper are: 
 
x To proposes and interrogate the ontological assumption that tourism is being gamified.  
x To consider the reflexivity of gamified tourism as a serious epistemological issue, as was the case with the 
reflexivity of mathematics and theory in finance (Soros 1987, Triana 2009). In so doing, the paper considers the 
blurring of boundaries between representation and reality, and its significance in tourism (Eco 1983, Urry 
2002).  
x To outline a methodological framework built upon rules and routines that has roots in the Austrian school of 
economics (Nelson & Winter 2002, Vriend 2002). Destinations are evolved using generative and recursive rules 
(Turing 1936, von Neumann 1966, Picker 1994) and the resulting emergent patterns are treated as rules. The 
premise is that a change in the “rules of the game” changes the whole essence of the game. 
4. Theoretical Framework 
What are games? Games have existed for millennia, encompassing both the virtual and the real. Games are 
nevertheless human artifacts (Simon 1969), even though animals have been known to “play games”. An ontology of 
gamified tourism needs to capture the full range game elements. The non-exhaustive typology of games used in this 
paper considers recreational games (Baker 2012), games as a way to frame the world (Paharia 2013) and finally 
games as life (Wolfram 2002, Rucker 2005, Zenil 2013). The rest of this paper focuses on the last two 
classifications: frame and life. The emphasis will be on the following gamification dimensions: i) the game 
environment, ii) the “players” iii) rules of the game and iv)keeping score. 
What is the environment of a game? A game as a frame (Paharia 2013) provides a kind of sandbox (Rucker 2005) 
for testing the scalability of tourism rules (Lew 2013). In fact the degree of containment of this sandbox is often a 
matter of perspective. For a philosophical foundation to gamified experience, and the progression of gamification, 
there are few that are as relevant as Baudrillard’s “procession of simulacra” (Baudrillard 1981). Baudrillard (1981) 
argues that the simulacra, the product of human construction, progresses through stages, and becomes eventually less 
of an artifact (Simon 1969) and more of a social reality. In tourism, spaces that were previously-considered mutually 
exclusive, such as: public spaces, urban spaces and electronic spaces have all merge into one and it is increasingly 
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futile to distinguish between them (Crang 2000). This results in the inseparability between thought and action; and 
the emergent, non-linear aspects of everyday life which the quote on McLuhan at the beginning of this paper 
captures perfectly. What is true of cities is probably true of destinations. And the “procession of simulacra” is likely 
to change the yardsticks used for destination management. 
For purposes of this paper, the players of a game correspond roughly to two groups of stakeholders: the visitors 
and the destination. With the exception of more enlightened attempts (e.g. Ko 2005), conventional understanding of 
destination sustainability is rooted in attribute-targeting, premised on partitioned spaces (e.g. attractions and natural 
environments) and centers on object-directed authenticity (Hall 2007). In contrast to such a convention, gamification 
is considered a threat. Sustainable destination policies are conventionally designed to stave off museumification 
(Canestrelli & Costa 1991).Where museumification is the tourism geek-speak for commoditization, and in the 
current context, gamification (Zichermann and Linder 2013). Based on such views, commodification and 
gamification are the harbingers of destination decline. Yet this may not be the case, and existing destination policies 
built around the sustainability premise are likely to be misinformed. For gamified tourism is but one polar extreme of 
a continuum of tourism experiences. Gamified tourism occupies the staged, artifactual and simulated (MacCannell 
1979, Culler 1981) end of the experiential continuum. While on the other polar extreme end lies the promise of 
authentic experiences (Cohen 1988, Gilmore and Pine 2007) that conventional sustainable tourism advocates are so 
enamoured with. 
 
Fig. 1. Gamified aspects in cellular automata in the game of chess 
 
The rules of gamified tourism are discovered or invented as the game progresses.  Some have laid claim to the 
idea that tourism completes and realizes the individual through its complementary effect to work (Cohen 2010). In 
fact, rather than transporting the individual away from work, MICE as a channel for tourism activity and behavior 
have effectively expanded the sphere of work beyond a certain locality. Therefore gamification, as a socio-
technological development, reinterpretes the work-play relationship.  If games are problem-solving platforms 
(Moskvitch 2011), and all of life a problem-solving endeavor (Popper 1990), then it might not be too far-fetched to 
say that gamification is life (Zenil 2013). Hence gamified tourism, by its virtualization function, expands the 
perceptual and experiential template of individuals by a reinterpretation of work and play. Both the realization and 
virtualization that is intrinsic to gamified tourism presents challenges and opportunities for businesses and policy-
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makers. Challenges that concern changes in the “rules of the game.” Two very simple ways to think about rules is to 
think of them as routines and behavioral patterns (Nelson and Winter 2002). Routines can be thought of as rules in 
process that have been instituted or have been formulated as a heuristic. While behavioral patterns can be codified as 
rule in structure. Fig. 1 provides an illustration of this two facets of rules through a game of chess and its analogue in 
cellular automata (CA).   Rules in process dictate possible incremental moves that when taken as a cumulative whole 
results in the “chunking of patterns”, referred to as rules in structure 
In keeping score, the economics of gamified tourism is to be evaluated on account of its resilience and not 
sustainability per se (Folke, Carpenter, Elmqvist, Gunderson, Holling & Walker 2002). Resilience is an indication of 
good complexity (Allen & Holling 2002, Cook 2004), and is central to an evolutionary, ecological approach to 
organizations and the economy (Nelson and Winter 2002, Allen 2012). At a more personal level, tourism 
experiences are enriched by strengthening destination resilience (Lew 2013), directing attention to the importance of 
adaptive capacity management (Farrell & Twinning-Ward 2004, Lew 2013). Unlike the regime-maintaining, 
ecological goals of sustainability, economic resilience pursues adaptive goals that achieve a dynamic equilibrium. 
Resilience has become the catch phrase of the new economic geography (Simmie and Martin 2010), a field which 
seeks to link economic prosperity to geography. It is in this respect that the notion of resilience has close affinities to 
destination development. The resilience perspective may consider gamified tourism as a natural progression but, 
how can it be natural, when such a transition takes us from one polar extreme of authentic experiences to its 
antithesis:the virtual, symbolic world of gamified tourism? The answer lies in the reflexivity of the experiential 
continuum. Rather than seeing the struggle between gamification and authenticity as an: either-or, zero-sum game, 
both gamification and authenticity may be considered mutual complements within a reflexive cycle. With gamified 
tourism furnishing a “placeless” existence as the social space becomes increasingly atomized (Crang 2000, Celata 
2012). Policy-makers should realize that the seeming end of authenticity coinciding with the rise of gamification 
will only serve to engender more passionate pursuits of authentic experiences in tourism. Yet as gamification creates 
artificial ecosystems, visitors will require a clearer definition of roles and enhanced meaning in their travel 
experiences. Under such circumstances, destinations and visitors are constantly edged and nudged to a closer fit 
between each other (Thaler & Sunstein 2008, Woosnam, Norman and Ying 2009) giving rise to an emergent 
authenticity (Cohen 1988). To maximize economic benefits, policy-makers should ideally emphasize behavioral 
continuity amongst stakeholders and tourists (Nelson & Winter 2002); this is where gamification points the way 
forward (Xu, Weber & Buhalis 2013). For an evolutionary change perspective, and the assumption that people need 
to be nudged towards goals through a trial-and-error process, is intrinsic to the gamification paradigm (Moskvitch 
2011).   
5. Methodology 
Moving from the theory-policy context and the philosophical underpinnings of gamification towards a 
methodological review, it is important to note that the “soft launch” of gamified social phenomena was precipitated 
by the birth of game theory (Nash 1950), and its subsequent entry into the economic lexicon and toolset (von 
Neumann and Morgenstein 1953). While on-going developments at the frontier of theoretical physics, cybernetics, 
robotics and artificial intelligence have pointed to the inexorable march towards tourism gamification. Taking the 
progression to its ultimate extreme, some have foretold the approaching horizon of the singularity (Kurzweil 2005), 
the point in time when man and machine are fused together as one ecosystem. Simultaneously in the quest for a 
unifying theory, physicists and computer scientists are researching into the construction of quantum computers 
(Lloyd 2006) and the notion of a digital universe (Fredkin 1990). Therefore the digital and algorithmic universes are 
no longer just metaphors that we live by (Lakoff and Johnson 2003) but are in fact being interwoven into the fabric 
of our reality. Given these developments, the time is perhaps ripe for the use of recursive programs (von Neumann 
1966) in the study of destinations, a research thrust that I shall henceforth refer to as tourism computability. Where 
programs are not just treated as tools in a new kind of science (Wolfram 2002), but are instead an integral part of 
tourism reality, The advancement of the art and science of simulations (Gilbert and Doran 1994 and Axelrod 1997, 
Axtell and Florida 2000), and advancements in computational economics (Tesfatsion 2001) has reached such a state 
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that simulations can be coupled with empirical data (Higdon, Kennedy, Cavendish, Cafeo & Ryne 2004) to 
interrogate the interaction between simulation and reality in the tourism context 
The representational and explanatory powers of the simulation methodology rests upon two basic assumptions: 
that under certain circumstances the algorithmic destination validates the AC proposition and that its underlying 
generative rules are a working out of the IC proposition in the sense that tourism behavior is gamified behavior (Xu, 
Weber & Buhalis 2013). 
The first aspect in our simulation methodology deals with a simulation environment’s ability to generalize and to 
communicate results (Axelrod 1997), for simulations are often treated as nothing more than abstractions from 
reality. The question is how much of the representation is generalizable and to what extent the existing knowledge-
centric view of tourism facilitates intellectual discouse that is based on tourism computability. Algorithmic 
destinations are in a sense generalized, meta-destinations (Eco 1983). To what extent are algorithmic destinations 
absurd? The generalizability challenge that plague algorithmic and meta-destinations are also the primary concerns 
of a computational and holographic perspective in physics. Philosophically and theoretically as Greene (2011) has 
argued, the notion of our “universe as a computer” is not at all absurd because if we really think about it, most of 
science is an approximation to reality. Greene (2011) has argued that even mathematics is a manipulation of signs to 
reach an approximation of reality, the signs themselves are not reality but are a reflection of the underlying reality. 
Most people have equated “doing mathematics” with “doing science” that we have lost sight of this fact. For 
instance most physicist work on the premise of the Cosmological Principle (Greene 2011), which states that 
averaging effects are indispensable to cosmology, and that as we consider larger and larger chunks of space, in the 
neighborhood of around 100 million light years, we begin to realize that the universe tends to approach a 
homogeneity that allows for the application of Einstein’s field equations. Also interestingly, if we do the opposite, 
look into the miniscule level of the subatomic, the situation becomes hopelessly confusing due to Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty principle and the probabilistic nature of quantum states. Wolfram (2002), as a generalized version of 
Fredkin’s (1990) digital physics has even proposed the controversial Principle of Computational Equivalence, which 
roughly postulates that reality itself is computable (Zenil 2013). Hence a discretization or holographic description of 
reality does not ignore any more essential facts that the current scientific program does.  Hence algorithmic 
destinations, being a version of our digital universe, are just a discretized version of the richer, more complex real-
life destination.  
The second aspect deals with the gamified nature of the simulation and the ability to derive game economy 
insights from the algorithmic destination. Simulations and computational methods have been used by computational 
economists for quite some time (Tesfatsion 2001, Epstein 2001). The computational economics of this paper will 
focus on the origin, adoption and retention of rules (Guinot 2002, Dopfer and Potts 2008).   Having dealt with the 
representational power of the simulation and its connection to the AC proposition, the next consideration is the level 
of specificity that is needed so that the emergent behaviour and underlying rules reflect the gamified nature of 
tourism. For this we need to consider the:  
 
x Metaspace setup (i.e. the lattice and the source of the geo-tagged images) to represent the algorithmic 
destination space.   
x The transition rules (rules in process) that engender the algorithmic destination and its meta-patterns (rules in 
structure).  
x The communication of the meta-patterns that eventually allows us to comment on the economics of algorithmic 
destinations (Axelrod 1997, Zenil 2013). 
 
There have been many attempts to combine the virtual with the real in urban analysis through a combination of 
CA and (geographical information systems) GIS (Takeyama & Couclelis 1997, Bualhamam 2009).  The left panel of 
Fig. 2 illustrates how an algorithmic destination can be “grown” from certain cognitive-behavioral rules assigned to 
cells in a CA model. The cognitive-behavioral rules are the transition rules that “activate” or “deactivate” certain 
cells in the lattice for tourism, as is the case with excitable media (Gaylord & Nishidate 1996). The right panel of 
Fig. 2 demonstrates how a morphological transform of geo-tagged destination images (e.g. Fischer n.d.) is 
conducted. The resulting top-down meta patterns is then superimposed upon the generative patterns produce by the 
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CA to give an algorithmic destination that provides the data set for further spatial economic analysis. This then is the 
essence of the research design for tourism computability. 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Tourism computability: computational economic analysis of algorithmic destinations 
 
6. Conclusions and Future Research 
The current gamification strategy, with games as tie-in to movies and games with mythtological themes 
(Campbell 1949) have spurred increasing interest in the movies and myths, not to mention the myriads of artifacts 
associated with those. Likewise there is likely to be a reflexive relationship between the gamified destinations and 
real-life destinations. The truth is is that in their last stand against museumification, art-heritage destinations (van der 
Borg, Costa & Gott 1996) such as Venice, have more to gain by embracing the simulacra-producing progression of 
gamification rather than resisting it. An “embrace rather than fight” stance will serve in the end to secure a new 
generation of visitors that may very well hope to capstone their transient gamified experience with a more concrete 
“flesh and blood” experience. 
Games are where the money is, literally (James 2011). Governments and institutions alike have begun to realize 
that game coding is the new literacy (Economic Transformation Programme 2012) and are actively courting startups 
in game development hubs (Feldt 2013). In addition to that, the metaverse of games now have their own economists.  
Enterprises such as Gameloft are beginning to create positions for game economy designers (Linkedin 2014). And if 
the IC is realized, one wonders whether the traditional gaming (i.e. casinos, races etc.) and integrated resorts may 
have in fact unwittingly spawned or created such positions a long while back, with individuals and teams charged 
with tweaking “games” to enhance the economic resilience of “gamified economies” (Picker 1994). This will indeed 
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give credence to the claim that the gamified realm spills over into our everyday reality and vice versa. Perhaps an 
archetype for gamified tourism can be found in Venice, the universal poster child for museumification and 
commodification, the two driving forces behind the gamified tourism. Research interests have been generated around 
the authenticity of Venetian culture and the loss of it through museumification and commodification (van der Borg, 
Costa & Gotti 1996, Zannini, Lando, & Bellio 2008). Yet authenticity arguments aside, there is no question as to its 
enduring cultural heritage and tourism resilience. This is evidenced by “mini Venices” replicated in hotels and 
themed resorts all over the world (e.g. The Venetian Hotel in Macao). In the same vein it would not be an 
exaggeration to say that the Marina Sands Singapore, and the principality of Monaco are both gamified tourism 
economies in their own right.  
 
“My work is a game, a very serious game.” 
M. C. Escher, Dutch artist (1898 - 1972) 
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